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Abstract: In this paper, a solution to the problem of the change in the pressure drop in a respirator
filter during cyclic air motion is suggested since the current theory of filtering is based on steady-flow
processes. The theoretical dependence of the pressure drop in the respirator filter on air flow rate is
determined, which is represented by the harmonic law, which characterizes the human respiration
process during physical work. For the calculation, a filter model was used, which is represented
by a system of parallel isolated cylinders with a length equal to the total length of the filter fibres
surrounded by porous shells formed by a viscous air flow field, with a size determined by the equal
velocities of the radial component of air flow and undisturbed flows. The flow-around process in
the proposed model of air flow through the respirator filter is described by the Brinkman equation,
which served to establish the total air flow resistance in the proposed system under conditions
of velocity proportionality. It consists of two parts: the first characterizes the frictional resistance
of the air flow against the surface of the cylinder, which imitates the filter fibre; the second—the
inertial part—characterizes the frequency of pulsations of respiratory movements during physical
performance. The divergence of the analytical results and experimental studies is no more than
20%, which allows the use of the established dependence to estimate the change in pressure drop
in a respirator filter made of filter material “Elephlen” when the user carries out different physical
activities. This allows the period of effective protective action of respirators with different cycles
of respiration during physical activities to be specified, which is a very serious problem that is not
currently regulated in health and safety regulations, and it also allows the prediction of the protective
action of filters and respiratory protection in general.

Keywords: filter; respirator; cyclic air motion; pressure drop; dust; air drop

1. Introduction

The resistance of filters to air flow is one of the most important indicators of filter
respirators [1–3]. The protective power time of filters and the user’s working capacity
depend on its level, which both defines the selection of respiratory protective equipment
(RPE) and estimates their protective efficiency [4–7]. In particular, in studies by A.T.
Johnson [8], data on the reduction in the working capacity of workers by 25–30% when
using masks with resistance to breath of 80 PA are given. There are also publications on
the dependence of the resistance to air flow, passing through filters, on the permeability
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of aerosol particles through them into the space under a mask of a filter respirator [9].
In particular, it is indicated that, due to the dust sediment accumulated on the filters,
their protective properties are improved by reducing the pores between the fibres [1].
In addition, a previous study [10] determines the influence of the filter structure (fibre
diameter, package density) on resistance to breath and protective properties.

The value of the resistance of the respirator filter to the air flow is calculated based
on the pressure drop across the RPE and the air flow rate through it [11,12]. The greatest
influence is conditioned by the characteristics of the filtering material from which the filter
is made: fibre diameter, fibre packing density, thickness of the filtering layer and the mode
of air flow [13].

Currently, theoretical functional connections are known which allow the pressure drop
in dust respirators to be defined; these were obtained based on constant air velocity [14–18].
Existing design models of respirator filters do not take into account the cyclicity of the
process of a user’s breathing when performing production activities—this includes the
movement of some volume of air from the atmosphere into their lungs and then back, which
requires the use of non-stationary filtering theory, which takes into account the movement
of alternating air flow through the filter. Solving such problems is quite an urgent task, as
this will allow better determination of the protective parameters of filters, more accurate
prediction of the service life of their operation, and a more thorough approach to the
creation of new designs of respirators. Therefore, there is a need to develop theoretical
studies on the cyclic movement of air flow through the filters of the respirator.

In previous research [19–23], the results of mathematical modelling were presented,
in which the filter is represented by the calculation scheme of interconnected channels,
where the air motion occurs between two parallel walls. This did not take into account
the curvature of the channels, which, in terms of design, is conditioned by the presence of
protrusions of individual parts of the fibres of the filtering layer, which results in a decrease
in the size of the channels.

The solution to this problem was based on the Euler hydrodynamic equations, taking
into account fictitious mass forces of resistance by Zhukovsky. Given that, during res-
piration, the air movement through the filter can be described by the harmonic law, the
following formula [21] was obtained for the pressure drop:

p(y, t) = 0.5 ·ω · R f ·Vb ·
[
sin(ωt) + e−ky sin(ωt− ky)

]
, (1)

where p(y,t) is the pressure drop, Pa; Rf is the initial resistance value of a clean filter,
(H·s)/m3; Vb is the air volume when breathed in and out, m3; ω is the ripple frequency,
1/s; k is the parameter which characterizes the permeability of the porous medium, (m−1);
y is a coordinate, m; t is time, s.

The results of calculating the value of pressure drop for respirator filters by formula (1)
show its dependence only on the volume of the inhaled and exhaled air, which fluctuates
according to the harmonic law as a material particle, which does not allow the estimation of
the influence of the air velocity on the respirator filter resistance under different breathing
modes as a result of an increase in the load on the worker when performing the production
functions. The model conditions a significant error in the result obtained as compared with
the experimental data [19], because it does not consider the change in the filtering velocity,
which is related to the area of the filter under consideration, which will have an impact on
the initial filter resistance, particularly with increasing load on workers, when structural
changes occur in the breathing process: the phase of inhalation decreases in time, while
the phase of exhalation, on the contrary, increases, which leads to significant differences
between the values of pressure drop in a respirator filter.

The purpose of this research is to solve theoretically the problem of determining the
value of the pressure drop on a respirator filter, which is represented by a system of parallel
isolated cylinders during the oscillating movement of the air flow with the different modes
of physical activity of a worker performing production functions.
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To achieve this purpose, it is necessary to solve the following tasks:

- to determine the flow field in the system of parallel cylinders with cyclic air flow
through the respirator filter;

- to determine the new dependence of the change in the pressure drop in the system of
parallel isolated cylinders on the cyclic air flow, while taking into consideration the
dust sediment accumulation;

- to calculate the breathing resistance of respirators to determine their period of protec-
tive action when modelling various modes of load on the worker;

- to test experimentally the correspondence of the obtained dependence of the change
in the pressure drop on the filter half mask during the oscillatory movement of the air
flow.

2. Materials and Methods

The study presented continues the cycle of theoretical works [22–25], which deal with
modelling the process of viscous cyclic air flowing around the system of parallel isolated
cylinders (Figure 1), placed perpendicularly to the direction of air flow, which is, in some
approximation, a respirator filter model.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a separate row of arranging parallel fibres (calculation section):
a—fibre radius, m; b—distance between the axes of the adjacent cylinders, m; r, θ—polar coordinates;
U—air velocity m/s.

Within the given system, which is proposed by S. Kuwabara [26], each cylinder
which presents a filter fibre is encircled by an imaginary coaxial cylindrical surface, at
the boundary of which it is assumed that the radial velocity component is equal to the
velocity of the undisturbed flow. Inside the porous shell, the flow field is described by
the Brinkman equation (modified Darcy’s equation) [27] along with the flow continuity
equation. Furthermore, the flow field for the system of isolated cylinders does not depend
on the Reynolds number [28], according to Stokes, but is determined by the ratio of the
cylinder diameter and the size of coaxial cylindrical surface which encircles the cylinder.
As the basis of the calculations, the flow field found by S. Kuwabara is taken, which is
expressed by the dimensionless function of the flow (Ψ) [26] near the cylinder:

ψ(r, θ) =
[( a

r

)−1
− r

b
+

2 · r
a
· ln b

a

]
· a · cos(θ)

2 · r · (−0, 5 · ln β− λ)
, (2)
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where r, θ are polar coordinates; a is the fibre radius, m; b is the distance between the axes
of adjacent cylinders, m; λ is the dimensionless factor, which depends on the spacing of
adjacent fibres; β is the packing density of the filter fibres:

β =
G

ρ · H , (3)

where G is the surface density of the filter fibre packing, g/m2; ρ is the mass of the material
of the filter, g/m3; H is the thickness of the filtering layer, m.

On the surface of the cylinder itself, for viscous flow, there is a condition when radial
and tangential velocities are equal to zero. The resistance force of the cylinder with such
porous surface is defined by the integral of the composite stress over the external shell
surface. In this case, the pressure drop in the filter equals [19]:

∆p = µ · R0 · L−1 ·U, (4)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the air, Pa·s; R0 is the non-dimensional force of
resistance of the fibre to the air flow; L is the length of fibres in the filter, m; U is airflow
velocity, m/s.

To calculate the non-dimensional force of a fibre, there is a variety of formulas avail-
able [29–32], which are modifications of expressions obtained in the Ozeenian approxi-
mation by Langmuir when solving the Navier–Stokes equations. The most widespread
expression was obtained by M.O. Fuks and I.B. Stechkina [33].

R0 =
4 · β

−1.115 · ln β− λ
. (5)

The results of theoretical calculations by this formula were confirmed by experimental
tests [34–38].

Let us consider the process of viscous cyclic air flowing around the system of parallel
isolated cylinders, which fluctuates according to the harmonic law, which is submitted in a
complex form U = U0 · e−iωt, where U0 is the initial velocity of the undisturbed air flow,
m/s; ω is pulsation frequency, 1/s; t is time, s. We assume that at the starting moment,
velocity distribution is symmetric in relation to a certain plane which passes through the
axis of the cylinder, while at infinity, the flow levels out in parallel motion (or direction).
The total resistance to the air flow of the model is equal to the sum of the resistances of all
cylinders (fibres), and then the resistance force, which is proportional to the speed, in the
complex form, is written as follows:

R0 = γk ·U, (6)

where γk = γ1 + iγ2 is the complex constant, (s/m), i is an imaginary unit.
This expression can also be written as a sum of two components which are propor-

tional, respectively, to the velocity U(m/s) and acceleration
.

U (m/s2) [39].

R0 = (γ1 + i · γ2) ·U = γ1 ·U +
γ2

ω
·

.
U, (7)

Having determined the acceleration as a derivative of the air velocity and rejecting
the imaginary part, we obtain:

R0 = U0 · (γ1 cos(ωt)− γ2 sin(ωt)), (8)

Thus, the first part of the expression, which is related to the real part of the variable
γ, is proportional to the velocity and corresponds to the resistance force of friction on
the cylinder surface. The other part can be called inertial; it depends on the frequency of
respiratory movements.
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Variable γ1 depends on the density of fibres, which can be presented based on solving
equations of stream function near the surface of an isolated cylinder, taking into account the
influence of adjacent fibres by formula [39] γ1 = (a · 4 · π)/(v · (−0.5 · ln β− λ)), where v
is the kinematic viscosity of the air, (m2/s). Variable γ2, according to the assumption of
Landau [40], is found by the formula: γ2 =

√
2 · ρp/ω · µ · (i− 1), where ρп is the air flow

density, (kg/m3). If we omit the imaginary part, the formula for calculating the value of
non-dimensional resistance force of the filter fibres is written as follows:

R0 = U0 ·
[

4 · a · π · v−1 · cos(ωt)
−0.5 · ln β− λ

+

√
2 · ρp

ω · µ · sin(ωt)

]
, (9)

Meanwhile, the expression for estimating pressure drop (∆p, Pa) is written as:

∆p = µ · L−1 ·U2
0 ·
[

4 · a · π · v−1 · cos(ωt)
−0.5 · ln β− λ

+

√
2 · ρp

ω · µ · sin(ωt)

]
, (10)

As can be seen from formula (10), the increase in respiratory rate results in an increase
in the amplitude of fluctuations in pressure drop.

To determine a change in the pressure drop during the dust sediment accumulation on
respirator filters, we use Krish’s assumption that fibres with an asymmetric sediment can be
approximated by a circular cylinder with a cross-sectional area equal to the midsection area
of the dust-laden fibre (thickened fibre model) [41,42]. It is considered that the length of the
fibres per unit volume does not change, and the increase in the pressure drop is conditioned
by the thickening of the sediment layer on the dusty fibres. This model, in contrast to
the dendritic one [43,44], allows consideration of the influence of the accumulated dust
sediment on the hydrodynamics of the air flow movement. The pressure drop is determined
by the formula [45]:

∆p(t) = µ · L−1 ·U0

∫ H

0
R0[an(x, t)] dx, (11)

where R0(an(x,t))—dimensionless force acting per unit length of dust-laden fibre with
radius an(x,t), which is located at the depth of the filter x during the time t from the
beginning of dust accumulation.

To calculate the change in the fibre radius during the accumulation of dust sediment,
we use the formula proposed by Dunnett and Clement [34]:

an = a
[
1 + h

(
1− kξb

)]
, (12)

where h is the ratio of the height of the dust sediment on the filter fibre to its radius; k, b are
empirical coefficients depending on the physical–chemical properties of dust, air humidity,
and particle shape; ξ is the angle formed by the dust sediment on the fibre. The values of
the empirical coefficients are specified in the course of experimental research. Some data
on their values can be found in a previous work [46].

The growth of the fibre radius depends on the number of settled particles, which can
be represented as:

N(x, t) =
πβ2(an − a)

VpL
=

πM
VpL

, (13)

where β2 is density of sediment on the surface of the filter fibre, kg/m3; M=β2h1 is dust
holding capacity, kg/m2; h1 is dust sediment height, m; Vp is dust particle volume, m3

The process of settling the aerosol particles on a cylinder can be expressed by the
well-known equation: {

∂N0
∂x

= −γ(x, t)N0
∂N
∂t = U0γ(x, t)N0

, (14)
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where N(x,t) is number of settled particles over time t per unit volume of the filter at depth
x; γ(x,t) is filtration coefficient, which is determined by the formula:

γ =
2η(a)βH

πa2 , (15)

where η(a) is the total coefficient of capturing the aerosol particles by the filter fibres.
To introduce the dimensionless variables m = M/M0 into the second equation of the

system (14), where M0 is the maximum dust holding capacity of the filter, when reaching
the limiting pressure drop, kg/m2; h = x/H, n = N/N0, t′ = tLVpU0(t)π−1, then it can
be written in a more general form:

dm
dt′

=
η(an)n(t′)

m
. (16)

From this equation, the time of the filtration phase end can be obtained:

t′ =
∫ m1

0

mdm
η(an)

, (17)

where m1 = m(0, t) is dimensionless dust holding capacity on the fibre surface, formed by
a layer of aerosol particles, the thickness of which overlaps the distance between the fibres.

Having determined n(t′) from Equation (15) and substituting it into the first equation
of the system (14) after appropriate transformations, it is possible to obtain:

∂

∂h

(
m

η(an)

dm
dt′

)
+

N0a2

β

∂

∂t′
= 0, (18)

with initial conditions m(h, 0) = 1, m(0, t´) = m1, c(0, t´) = 1.
Expression (17), taking into account the independence of the mixed derivative from

the differentiation order, makes it possible to obtain an equation for calculating the amount
of settled dust on the fibres, which changes with the dust sediment accumulation:

dm
dh

+
η(an)m

m
N0a2

β
= 0. (19)

Thus, using expression (18) to replace the integration variable by m in (11), we obtain
the formula for calculating the pressure drop during dust accumulation:

∆p(t) = µ · L−1 ·U0 ·
∫ m2

0

R0(an)mdm
η(an)

. (20)

where m2 = m(h1, t) is dimensionless dust holding capacity on the fibre surface at the final
moment with thickness h1.

To verify the compliance of formulas (10) and (20), theoretical calculations have
been compared with experimental data of determining the pressure drop on disposable
filter respirators of the Standart brand with a surface area S = 0.005 m2, manufactured
commercially by SPE “Standart” (Dnipro, Ukraine) from “Elephlen” material, taking into
consideration the dust sediment accumulation on the filter fibres. The parameters of the
filtering polypropylene material are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the filtering polypropylene material Elephlen.

The Average Radius of
the Fibres,

a, µm

Surface Density
of Fibre Packing,

G; g/m2

Filtering Layer
Thickness,

H, mm

Coefficient,
λ

Fibre Length 1,
L, m

2.5 45 3.2 0.8–1.3 7.96·10−6

1 Note. The total length of the fibres is defined in 1 m2.
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Experimental evaluation of the pressure drop on the filter respirators was performed
in accordance with the requirements of EN 149:2001 + A1:2009. For this purpose, a special
breathing machine was used (Figure 2), which consisted of a Sheffield dummy head with
integrated concentric breathing tubes (Figure 3), and a piston cylinder with a working
volume of 2.5 m3, which was connected to an AIRE56V2 electric motor through a device
for converting rotational motion into reciprocating. The number of revolutions on the shaft
was controlled by a HYUNDAI N700E-004HF frequency converter.

Figure 2. External view of the installation for determining the pressure drop in the filter respirator:
1—air supply to the respirator; 2—dummy heads; 3—air ducts; 4—breathing machine.

Figure 3. Sheffield dummy head.

The process of exhalation passed through the outer tube, and that of inhalation passed
through the inner one. To regulate the air flow, solenoid valves were used. For the research,
the filter half mask (respirator) was tightly placed on the dummy head. Then, the electric
motor was turned on and, using a frequency converter, the number of breaths and the
volume of transported air were set in accordance with the depth of breathing, which
corresponds to the work mode (Table 2). The amount of air supplied to the respirator was
measured using an RM 0.025ZhUZ flow meter.
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Table 2. Parameters of the filtering material Elephlen.

Indicators Characterizing the
Process of a User’s Breathing Easy Work Medium Physical

Activities Hard Work

Respiratory rate, cycle per minute 21.9 26.5 31.9
Depth of breathing, l 1.45 1.86 2.3

Average air flow rate, l/min 31.3 49.4 73.3
Filtering rate, m/s 0.105 0.165 0.24

The pressure drop was measured by means of a probe as specified in EN 149:2001
+ A1:2009 standard, using an electronic differential pressure gauge “Testo 512” with a
measuring range of 0–2 mbar. Ten samples were used for the study.

To model a change in the pressure drop in the respirators during dust sediment
accumulation, they were placed in a special dust chamber (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Test stand: (a) schematic view; (b) general view; 1, 9: compressed air supply; 2: pre- filter
for compressed air treatment; 3: ejector; 4: diffuser; 5: cyclone; 6: flowmeter; 7: exhaust fan; 8: outlet
pipe; 10: dust generator; 11: dust distributor; 12: damper; 13: test chamber.

The cross-sectional area of the test chamber is 42 m2, as required by the procedure
according to the requirements of EN 13274-8:2005, “Personal respiratory protection equip-
ment. Test methods. Part 8. Detection of plugging with dolomite dust”. The concentration
of dolomite dust was provided equal to 1000 ± 50 mg/m3. The time of dust contamination
was determined by the achievement of the finite pressure difference in the half masks.

Using the ejector (3) and compressor Forte FL-24 (1) at an air flow rate of 60 m3/h, the
dolomite dust DRB 4/15 was fed from the dust generator Palas RBG 1000 (particle size
range of 0.1 um – 0 um, mass flow range of 10 mg/h – 500 g/h) 10 through the diffuser
(4) and dust distributor (11) to the test chamber (13). The diffuser and distributor in the
test stand design ensure uniform distribution of dust and air flow over the chamber height.
The air flow in the chamber is controlled by the flowmeter RM 0.025ZhUZ 3.6. To remove
dust from the chamber and protect the environment, the exhaust fan VENTS VCUN 250 x
127-2.2-4 (7) with a cyclone COL-1.5 (5) was installed.

The half mask of the dust respirator was installed on a dummy head and placed in
the test chamber. The dummy head had a special tube mounted onto it through which the
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connection with the breathing machine was ensured, and there was a micromanometer
connected to monitor changes in the pressure drop. Temperature and humidity control
was ensured via “TXA” sensors.

To determine the dust concentration, a constant volume of air at the flow rate of
2 dm3/min was drawn through the “AFA VP-10” filter using an aspirator. The prolong for
fixing the “AFA VP-10” filter was placed in the middle of the chamber near the test sample.
The concentration of dust in the chamber was determined using the formula:

C =
103 · (m2 −m1)

Q · t . (21)

where m1 is weight of the “AFA VP-10”, mg; m2 is weight of the “AFA VP-10” filter with
dust after sampling, mg; Q is air flow, dm3/min.; t is time of air sampling, min.

The initial mass of “AFA VP-10” filters having a diameter of 36 mm before and after
the study with sedentary dust was checked on “VLO 200” laboratory scales. Time was
controlled by an “HS 43” electronic stopwatch.

The results of the experimental data were averaged with the estimation of the mea-
surement uncertainty at P < 0.05 according to the Evaluation of measurement data—Guide
to the expression of uncertainty in measurement—JCGM 100:2008.

The rate of filtration through the filter surface of the respirator was calculated based
on the modes of physical activities: light, average, and heavy ones by the formula U =
Q/S, where Q is the volume of the air which is breathed in and out by a person m3/s.
Taking into account the known data on the characteristics of the respiratory process during
different types of exercise [47,48], we calculated the filtration rate (Table 2).

3. Results

The experimental data obtained on the value of the pressure drop on the filter respira-
tor when simulating the process of breathing, corresponding to works of different difficulty,
is shown in Figure 1 in the form of points. The nature of its change corresponds to the
indicators published in previous works [49,50], which show the results of studies on the
effect of RPE respiratory resistance on their protective properties and human physiology.

The curves which characterize pressure drop change in a filter respirator based on
the given input data are calculated by formula (10) using a software product to perform
various mathematical and technical calculations—“Matlab”—are given in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Dependence of the pressure drop (∆p) in the dust respirator on time (t) when performing
easy work (1), medium physical activity (2) and hard work (3).

The results of theoretical calculations compared with experimental data on the change
in the pressure drop on the respirator with dust sediment accumulation according to for-
mula (19) are given in Figure 6. The period of protective action of filters can be determined
by the time of the bulk phase end of the dust particle accumulation—that is, when the
pores between the fibres are plugged and the process of dust sediment formation on the
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filter surface begins [25]. Theoretically, this time can be determined by formula (16). In
practice, in the course of the experiment on dusting the filters, it is determined with the
beginning of a sharp increase in the resistance to air flow (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Graph of change in the pressure drop (∆p) of respirator filters over time (t) at a pulsating
flow with a volumetric flow rate of 2.5 dm3 per stroke; frequency of oscillating movements 21 min−1;
when dusting with dolomite dust with a concentration of 1000 mg/m3.

Figure 7. Curves of change in the pressure drop of the respirator with the accumulation of dust sedi-
ment with a concentration in the dust chamber of 500 mg/m3 at a constant air flow: 1—30 dm3/min;
2—85 dm3/min; 3—120 dm3/min.

Of course, the filter can be used further, but there is a certain physiological limitation
of the pressure drop value, above which it will be rather difficult for a person to breathe
and perform production operations. Several works are devoted to the determination of
this limit threshold [51–55]. Additionally, one of the results of the research performed is
the increase in the weight of the settled dust on the filter fibres before the critical pressure
drop occurs (Table 3).
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Table 3. Dust holding capacity of “Standart” respirators at various work modes with a dolomite dust
concentration of 1000 mg/m3 in the test chamber.

Work Mode

Time of Dusting (min)
before the Beginning

of the Surface
Accumulation Phase

Amount of Dust
Settled on the

Respirator Fibres, g

Dust Holding
Capacity,

kg/m2

Easy work 24 3.6 0.72
Medium physical activity 16 2.2 0.44

Hard work 9 1.3 0.26

The value of the dust holding capacity makes it possible to set the period of protective
action using formula (17) at various dust concentrations and work modes, as shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Period of protective action of “Standart” respirators at various dolomite dust concentrations
in the air.

Work Mode Period of Protective Action of “Standart” Respirators (min) at
Dolomite Dust Concentration in the Air, mg/m3

Easy work 24 3.6 0.72
Medium physical activity 16 2.2 0.44

Hard work 9 1.3 0.26

4. Discussion

The analysis of the obtained results allows us to conclude that the proposed model
of the flow of viscous cyclic air around the system of parallel isolated cylinders allows us
to determine the change in pressure drop in the filters, based on the different breathing
modes of workers, which are characteristic of certain physical activities during production
function performance. The graphs show the change in the amplitude of the obtained
curves, which characterizes the depth, the number of cycles of breathing and respiratory
movements when physical activities increase, which is characteristic of the real process of
the breathing of the worker when performing production functions.

It should be noted that formula (10) takes into account the decreasing value in the
disk on the filter caused by increasing its area due to changes in the initial filtration rate,
which is determined based on air flow according to the physical load of the worker when
performing production functions [56]. One can see good quantitative and qualitative
agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical curves, which shows the
fact that the model equation is suitable for calculating the pressure drop on the respirator
during breathing, while the index of dissimilarity according to Student’s test showed a
discrepancy of up to 20%. Similar experimental sinusoids, which characterize a change
in the pressure drop on respirators, are used by Clothilde Brochot in studies to determine
their protective factor, taking into account the permeability of aerosol through the sealing
strip of the half mask [57].

At the same time, with the additional resistance of breathing connected to the per-
son, the duration of the inhalation and exhalation phases [58] increases. Moreover, the
exhalation phase can be up to 1.5 times longer than the inhalation phase [59,60].

Unfortunately, this model does not indicate the difference between the respiratory
phases. This requires further study on the laws that characterize the movement of air
through the respirator filter, taking into account the peculiarities of the user’s respiratory
muscles. However, according to the data established, it is possible to estimate the rate
of fatigue of workers, when the breathing process is significantly hampered, which is
characterized by an increase in the depth (amplitude) of respiration [61].

The value of the pressure drop is decisive when both calculating the period of pro-
tective action and assessing the protective efficiency of the respirator. Thus, due to the
presence of peak values, which are characteristic of the oscillating air motion, the filtration
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rate will also change [62]. This can lead to an increase in the uneven distribution of air load
over the area of the filter and the appearance of sections in which the penetration rate will
increase sharply. The latter is decisive for the period of protective action, which can be
estimated by the known formulas [63] for dust filters:

tk =
2.3a

U0 · Kpen
lg
(

1− 2−1/k
)−1

, (22)

where k is the coefficient of fouling of the filtering layer, which depends on the concentration
of dust in the working area, the size of aerosol particles, the coefficient of capturing the
aerosol particles by the filter (0.6); Kpen is the coefficient of penetration of aerosol through
the filter, Kpen = 10−γ(∆p·U−1); α is the filtration coefficient, which is calculated based on
the mechanisms of capturing the aerosol particles by a system of parallel isolated cylinders.

When comparing the obtained results of the protective action period with the results
calculated by the known formula (22) (Table 5), some discrepancies were revealed.

Table 5. Comparison of the protective action period of “Standart” respirators, calculated at a dust
concentration of 50 mg/m3.

Work Mode
Period of Protective Action (min), Calculated by

Formula (17) Formula (22)

Easy work 725 835
Medium physical activity 362 426

Hard work 154 304

This is conditioned by the presence of peak jumps in the pressure drop during oscil-
latory movement, while in formula (22), the average value of the pressure drop is used
for calculations. Thus, the accumulation of dust deposits also results in an increase in
air resistance and, accordingly, affects the lifetime of such a filter, particularly due to the
appearance of peak resistance of filters to air flow.

5. Conclusions

The theoretical dependence of the pressure drop in respirator filters is proposed for
the first time, which is represented by a system of parallel isolated cylinders, whose length
corresponds to the total length of filter fibres, the air flow field near which is described
by the Brinkman equation in combination with the equation of continuity of flow and
fluctuates according to the harmonic law, which allows the prediction of the physical load
on workers when performing production functions, assessing the impact of additional
air flow resistance from increasing physical activities on the worker and determining the
effective service life of the filter.

The dependence has been verified of the pressure drop on the filters with the accu-
mulation of the dust pressure during the oscillatory air flow movement. It was possible
to calculate the period of protective action of filters, which is limited by a certain value
of breathing resistance and determined by the time at which the volumetric filtration
phase ends.
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